Flotex tiles & Design flexibility
In this brochure we would like to give you an overview of
the installation methods which are applicable per design.
All designs in the Flotex linear collection are available as
tile where the designs stratus, cirrus and pinstripe are also
available in sheet.
By showing you the installation methods we like to inspire you
and guide you in all the options you have.
Do not hesitate to also combine designs. On this page we show
you a combination of stratus and cirrus which are fully colour
coordinated. But also integrity2 and complexity work surprisingly
well together.

Pinstripe
A business like pinstripe can be installed both in brick lay or
chequerboard. They both offer a totally different effect. Whether
you use this design in offices, retail or leisure environments, it is up
to you. The style that it creates fits in every segment.
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Cirrus
The cirrus design does it all. There is a
wide choice of installation methods which
offers you total flexibility. A combination
with the stratus design offers colour
coordinated solutions for e.g. zoning.
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Stratus
The variety in installation methods makes
that you can create a total different design
based on the chosen style. A matching
colour from the cirrus design gives even
more design freedom.
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Complexity
Whether you choose the more common
chequerboard installation or the daring
brick method, the complexity design
will do it for you. A business feel which
nevertheless also matches any other
segment. Combining complexity with
integrity2 offers a surprising floor design.
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Integrity2
Modest colours, stylish design. The
integrity2 offers both. Create your space
using the chequerboard installation for
this design. This shows a subtle colour
shading which makes the floor gets the
attention it deservesl
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